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DIGGERS

GOLD
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Only the best darling!
Panther Choker exclusively for H&M

Versace
5
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Moschino
Jeremy Scott of MOSCHINO, is releasing 
an exclusive collection with H&M. “I am so 
excited about MOSCHINO [tv] H&M,” he 
says. “My life’s work has been to connect 
with people through fashion, and with this 
collaboration I’ll be able to reach more of 
my fans than I’ve ever had the ability to do”.
Both gold and black leather bomber jackets 
are by Moschino.
Rolls Royce Black Badge8 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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Hat and earrings - Moschino

Photography Christopher Bissell 
@christopherbissell 
Agent @sarahdawlondon
Styling and Make up - Nancy 
Velvet @nancyvelvet
Swarovski Bluestreak Crystals 
and chrome design - Nails by 
Jen Daniels @sssnails1

7
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Darling wants a Black Badge, diamonds, 
Swarovski crystals and liquid gold.

Because price is no object!

10 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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Wrap yourself up in

The most exciting style story of the season is animal prints. They are the choix 
du jour making a huge comeback with fashion designers worldwide. In the 
18th and 19th centuries, animal fur signified wealth or status. Now with 
the wonderful selection of faux fur, textured and printed fabrics 
we are seeing a resurgence in new modern designs and prints.

ANIMAL PRINTS
SILK & 

9
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Green silk jacket 
Tangerine Jil. 
Gray leopard dress 
Forever 21. Shoes 
Vianna Collection. 
Purse Aldo. Styled 
by Yours and 
Mine. 
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Green silk peony 
jacket HivFei. Green 
leopard print dress 
with angled neckline 
Lily. Purse DFusion 

11
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Red faux shearling 
coat Rissavel 
France. Scarlett 
one shoulder dress 
with diagonal ruf-
fle Daisy Chains. 

14 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM

Photography 
Helena Lines 
@helenalines 
Makeup by 
@ashlys.makeup 
Hair @b0ycreative
Styled by Yours & 
Mine
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Our relationship with fur is reflected in 
our love of animal prints. For instance, 
although we admire the wild spirit of 
tigers and leopards we also fear them. 
Fur is so lusciously soft and irresistible 
to touch even when we know it’s danger-
ous. Animal prints incite the playfulness 
of the woman who wears them.

13
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Syeidah McBride Fashion Stylist

NY Diamond

BAHM Magazine chats with Syeidah to find out a little more about 
her love affair with fashion.
BM - How did you get your start in the industry? 
SM – I literally dove in head first. I didn’t go to a prestigious New 
York fashion school like F.I.T., I actually went to school for everything 
but fashion. I have a Bachelor’s degree from SUNY Albany, I have 
a MBA (Masters in Business Administration) from Union Graduate 
College, and I have a JD (Juris Doctorate) from Albany Law School. 
I’m not your traditional wardrobe stylist. Unlike many others who went 
to school for fashion, started by assisting a top wardrobe stylist, or 
interned and worked their way up at a top fashion house, I did not. I 
started my career by styling friends and family for special events and 
everyday wear. I use to help everyone get dressed no matter what the 
occasion. My own personal style was always unique. I would try a lot 
of bold colors and try different textures and prints, which would in 
turn grab everyone’s attention and warrant compliments from complete strangers with just a stroll down New York streets.  
So actually, I’ve always had an eye for detail and creating looks from head to toe; I just had not yet tapped into it officially. 
From 2014 – 2016 I began taking my passion for fashion more serious and began branding myself professionally as a ward-
robe stylist. In 2016 an opportunity fell in my lap from a photographer I had connected with in 2014. He reached out 
for me to do the wardrobe styling for a photo shoot he was putting together. I styled the shoot and acted as the creative 

director and to my pleasant surprise it got published in a fashion maga-
zine. I’ve been grinding, networking, and creating ever since. As of today 
I have 20 editorial publications, with landing the cover of 5 them. I also 
serve as a wardrobe consultant for a Florida PBS television program. 

BM - Who are some people that have inspired you throughout your career?
SM – Some artists who have inspired me throughout my career are Lauryn 
Hill, Erykah Badu, and Janelle Monae. As artists I love their unique, funky, 
edgy, “break all the rules” style that they possess and they make it look so 
effortless. Some fellow wardrobe stylist whose work has inspired me are: Mi-
caela Erlanger, Zerina Akers, Marni Senofonte, Luxury Law, and June Am-
brose. I love how they all push the envelope with their clients and keep it 
fun and interesting (it’s hard to predict what the next direction with their 
clients will be).  A family member who has always inspired me through-
out my entire life is my aunt. She always had a flair for fashion. When I 
was a toddler she loved to buy outfits for me. She taught me about fab-
rics, matching prints and patterns, and always paying attention to details.

BM - What is life like for a stylist when she is preparing the wardrobe for a 
photo shoot?
SM – Life is nothing short of HECTIC when preparing wardrobe for a photo 
shoot…LoL!!! Life is all over the place because there are usually a million and 
one things to get done before you get to the set on the day of shooting. There 
is not enough time to go into every single detail, but I will try and scratch the 
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surface with a few highlights. 
Once I get finalized details the first step for me is to find out 
which of my assistants will be available to help the day of 
the shoot. Next, I begin looking over the mood boards sent 
by either the photographer or the magazine. 
The second step is deciding which designers or show rooms 
will help bring the mood board to life. Sometimes I know off 
the top of my head which of my designers or showrooms will 
work, other times I have to research and reach out to new de-
signers and discuss collaborating on the project. For me per-
sonally, I work with both PR showrooms (that house a lot of 
different designers) and I also work with a lot of independent 
designers directly. So that means I have to set up appointments 
with showrooms all over New York City and I also have to 
coordinate pick up schedules with my independent designers. 
The third step is looking through the show rooms for pieces 
that catch my eye, but also fit the mood board. I take pictures of 
what I see and want to pull. When it comes to the independent 
designers I’m looking through their look books, Instagram, and/
or their showrooms to see what pieces will work for the project. 
The fourth step is “inventory.” I make sure I have an ac-
curate count of the clothing that I picked up from the 
showrooms and also the independent designers for 
each project. I do this by laying everything out and tak-
ing pictures separated by designers or showrooms. 
The fifth step is getting together acces-
sories (bags, shoes, jewelry, hats). Once 
every outfit that I pulled is laid out, I now 
find the best options for accessories that 
I believe will complement each outfit 
and pack them up for the shoot as well. 
The sixth step is packing all of the 
things for the shoot the night before. 
The seventh step is to come to the set 
prepared, but always be ready to im-
provise.  Even with all the planning 
and preparing in the world, nothing 
ever goes just as planned in fashion.   

BM – What is the difference between 
styling for TV and styling for a 
lookook? 
SM – When styling for TV, a wardrobe stylist needs to know 
what type of  program she/he is styling for. Familiarity with 
how the set is decorated and you need to know the per-
sonal style and measurements of the on-air talent. All of these 
things help the wardrobe stylist get the look and feel equired 
for the project before they go and buy the clothing. When 
styling for a look book you are thinking more commercial. 
Look books are very clean and usually shot with a white 
backdrop. The styling isn’t “over the top,” like in an edito-
rial. The styling is very plain and simple. A look book’s main 
purpose for a designer is to market the clothing for potential 
clients, so you want the styling on the models as realistic and 
attractive as possible. The styling gives viewers ideas on how 
to style outfits or to show them what the latest fashions are.

 
BM - How do you know what is going to be in style in the

future seasons? 
SM - The easiest way to know what is going to be in style for 
future seasons is to watch the runway shows of New York, 
London, Milan and Paris Fashion Week (in that order). Those 
four locations are considered the fashion capitals of the world. 
By watching these shows it lets me know what styles, col-
ors, and textures are to be expected in the upcoming season.  

BM - What are the key pieces that are musts for all your 
styling projects?

SM - Starting with shoes the key pieces that are must haves for 
all my projects are: black and nude pumps, and metallic (gold, 
silver, bronze, etc.) closed or open toe heels. My must haves 
for jewelry are a large variety of styles in gold and silver. For 
example, I always have at least one pair of gold and one pair 
of silver hoop earrings. I also must have a set of gold bangles 
and a set of silver bangles. For my necklaces I usually have a 
gold and silver choker but, also a somewhat elegant necklace 
in both silver and gold as well. Bold rings are always my go to, 
especially with simple outfits to give that extra pop of detail.   

BM - We see you work internationally. 
Tell us a little about your latest work.
SM – The last project I traveled for 
was an editorial shoot in Puerto Rico, 
which was based around one of the 
designers I work with (Modmara). 
We shot all over Puerto Rico. Shoot-
ing on location is always fun, but also 
very fast paced. On location is fun 
because, it’s a new culture and scen-
ery and it also takes your portfolio 
to the next level with dynamic shots. 
On location is fast paced for a ward-
robe stylist because, you don’t always 
have the luxury of laying everything 

out and hanging things up on hangers as you would in a 
studio. You have to come to the set with your bags packed 
with each and every look from head to toe; you don’t re-
ally have the luxury of time to figure things out on the 
spot. Your margin for error is chopped down to nothing. 

Read more at www.BAHMMAGAZINE.COM. Contact Syeidah: 
Syeidahmcbride.com @styledby_sy

“the icing on the cake is seeing the same mod-
els that you styled, walking on the Victoria 
Secret Runway”

“In the near future I see myself as an 
adjunct college professor teaching a curricu-
lum that highlights the business side of the 
fashion industry. The inside scoop on the 

life of a fashion stylist.”
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NEW YORK
Orange Jumpsuit and Clear 

Jumpsuit by Monosuit. 
Shoes Rouge. Jewelry Bejewled. 
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THAW

will come as it always does 
arriving in The NY Thaw. 
It brings with it the promise 
of renewal as our quickening 
hearts witness the snow-
drop’s delicate white tips 
break through the last ice 
crystals of winter. As quick-
ly as it comes, with a warm 
teasing kiss, Spring, departs 
far too quickly.

SPRING

Green 3 Piece Outfit by 
Naloveked. Shoes by Shoe 
Republic LA.  Jewelry by 
Bejweled 

17
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STREET FASHION
spring

Spring in NY is a thing to behold. 
It brings a sense of optimism on 
the streets as residents of NY’s 5 
boroughs celebrate NY in bloom 
with a reflection in the street style 
that sets fashion trends worldwide.
Black Hat by Generic. Red Multi 
Colored Jacket by Thuy Design House 
Black Top by Fashion Nova. Red Pants 
by Wish. Jewelry by 
Bejewled. Shoes from Rouge.

20 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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Red Bralette by Wish. Yellow Jacket 
and Pants by Thuy Design House.
Blue Coat by Wilde Vertigga. Red 
Shoes by Z Tone. 
Red Clutch Bag by Blumera. 
Jewelry by Bejeweled. 

19
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Red & Gold Jacket and Pants by 
Thuy Design House. 
Shoes by Rouge.  Jewelry by 
Bejewled. 

22 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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Photographer: Jonathan Lewis 
@johnnyysilkphotography. Wardrobe 
Stylist & Creative Director: Syeidah 
McBride (@styledby_sy). Wardrobe 
Stylist Assistants: Ke-Myra McCann 
(@vernicelove), Cristal Rodriguez (
@fash_n_me), Chris Banks 
(@stylesbychrisb). 
Models: Angela Shoulders (@mid-
nitesol) and Cassidy Robinson  
(@cash_anova_) 

Red Plaid & Polka Dot High Low 
Dress by Videmus Omnia.  Black Jacket 
by Videmus Omnia. Shoes by Rouge. 
Jewelry & Gloves from Bejewled. 

BOLD PRINTS
FEARLESS BRIGHTS

21
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Black Hat by Generic. Red 
Multi Colored Jacket by Thuy 
Design House 
Black Top by Fashion Nova. 
Red Pants by Wish. Jewelry 
by Bejewled. 
Shoes from Rouge.

24 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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Red Polka Dot Dress by 
Videmus Omnia. Shoes from 
Kayleen By Los Angeles. 
Jewelry from Bejewled. 

Carnegie Hall, Metropolitan Opera, 
NY Philharmonic, Broadway! Always 
something exciting happening.

SPRING OFFERINGS

23
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Blue Crop Top by 
Buki Akomolafe. 
Silk Pants by Ezie. 
Yellow Coat Wilde 
Vertigga. Orange 
Pocketbook Alef. 
Tan & Orange 
Shoes Z Tone. 
Jewelry Bejeweled. 
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Black Motorcycle Jacket by 
Fashion Nova. Neon Green 
Skirt Malaika.
Blue Shoes by Rouge. Blue 
Clutch Bag Ammoment. 
Jewelry by Bejeweled. 
 



The long gentle kiss of

We love the soft and bold colors of spring. Dior’s 
Hallow Highlighter adds a sunset pallet of pink 
and gold softness. Makeup @ashlys.makeup Hair 
@b0ycreative 

COLOR
Spring
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Vibrant liquid liner Addict It-Line in Hot 
Pink 879. Green shadow 357 from the 
Electrify Palette. Addict It-Lash Mascara. 
Lips: Holo Purple 009 lip balm. Skin: For-
ever Perfect Makeup in 010 Ivory, finished 
with a dusting of Diorskin Nude Luminizer 
Shimmering Glow Powder in Pink Glow.

DIOR

27
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Dior eye shadows in pale pink 
shimmer, glimmering pink and 
iridescent violet. Matt Raspberry 
lip balm.

VIBRANT

30 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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NATURAL
Dior 002 Bold Brow Mascara. Anastasia 
Beverly Hills Soft Brown Dip Brow Bobbie 
Brown Powder Pink 6 cream blush. Dior Lip 
Glow 101 Matte Pink. Becca Skin Perfector 
Champagne Pop. 

29
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SELF
DRIVEN
Spring is a time for renewal of old and new. 
A time to look ahead to the excitement of brand 
new beginnings in ideas, goals and achievements. 
The season of inspiration for women to express 
themselves in their individual splendor. A time for 
boldness in creation, color and style. So get in the 
driver’s seat and take yourself for the ride of your life.

32 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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GOALS

Lilli Ann Yellow Wool Mohair Peacoat and Tangerine blouse at Yours & Mine.
Makeup by @ashlys.makeup Hair @b0ycreative

31
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ATTITUDE
TO BE YOUR BEST YOU

34 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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VOICE

White silk dress and scarf by Blondie Nights. Makeup by Victoria Surridge @ @triplemartistry

your power

YOUR

33
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STYLE
THAT BRINGS YOU JOY

36 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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Wish you were here!

Dress and Shirt both by 
Rockins at Baar and Bass

38 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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Left: Body suit Ekaterina Kukhareva 
Pink trousers Patrick McDowell 
Socks and Shoes Grenson 
Right: Blouse Chloe Archive 
Skirt Ekaterina Kukhareva 
Socks and shoes Grenson

37
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xoxox

Jumpsuit Ekaterina 
Kukhareva. 
Raincoat Vetements. 
Socks  Grenson. Shoes 
House of Holland .
Denim jacket You People. 
RIGHT:  Dress  Ekaterina 
Kukhareva. Jacket Laurie 
Lee Leather. 
Socks & Shoes Grenson. 
Bag Patrick McDowell.

40 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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With Love fromSohoLeft: Dress Ekaterina Kukhareva. Jacket You 
People. Socks and Shoes Grenson. Right: Coat 
and Scarf Gucci. Socks and shoes Grenson. 

39
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Beautiful fashion and dancing all 
night at Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club!
Produced by Sarah Daw 
@sarahdawlondon. 
Photography Christopher 
Bissell @christopherbissell.  
Agent - @sarahdawlondon. 
Styling by Emily Evans 
@mrsemilyevans. Makeup 
Artist Bryanna Angel 
@bryanna_angel_mua.
Models Inka & Neele 
@hoepertwins.

Streets of London

42 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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We love Ronnie Scott’s!

Both dresses by Ekaterina Kukhareva 
Red jacket and Leopard Print top by 
Valery’s Vintage. 
Socks and Shoes Both Grenson 
Bag by Patrick McDowell 

41
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Wish we didn’t  have to leave!

xoxox
44 Spring 2019   BAHMMAGAZINE.COM
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The creative world of

BM - Can you tell us a bit about your Casting and pro-
duCtion serviCes?
A - We produce projects from concept to completion; I’ve 
always liked getting stuck in and involved early on in the 
concept stages. Mindful casting and thoughtful locations 
along with a realistic creative team matched to each project.  
This is so important to the end result. It’s like cooking, 
fresh talent with an organic approach to achieve the cre-
ative synergy that gets visual results.

BM - you have many high end brands as Clients who are 
looking for artists. what do you attribute that to?
A - My background as a photographer and working along-
side endless (often difficult) talent for many years. My 
ability to listen and interpret a creative brief quickly and 
stretch and exceed the client’s expectations.

BM - how do you see the Changes in the photography 
industry sinCe the use of digital Cameras? how was it in 
the past Compared to now? 
A - The photography industry along with the mind blowing 
advances in technology has fallen victim to its own success, 
supply exceeds demand. Everybody is a photographer or an 
editor. People everywhere are taking good photographs.  
I would like to see the return of good Art Directors and 
Copy Writer teams. Video killed the radio star. Social 
media uncovered a lot of the mystery surrounding pho-

tography, particularly fashion and beauty photography. 
Before the workshops, YouTube videos, and endless re-
ality TV programs, nobody knew what went on during 
a fashion shoot. Fortunately all the YouTube’s in the 
world can’t teach somebody how to see and, the return 
of a little mystery would be good. 

Sarah
Media Paramedic

DAW

BM - what drew you to this industry?
A - I wanted to be a film director but the thought of 6 
years at film school was a non-starter so I started taking 
photographs and did quite well.

BM - how long have you been an agent?
A - I don’t think of myself as an agent per se, I develop 
concepts, pitch, and edit, cast, produce, negotiate and have 
a good understanding of budgets and the client’s needs 
from concept to delivery. More media paramedic or trader 
perhaps?

BM - what do you look for in people you represent?
A - Over the years it’s changed; now it’s simple, can they 
tell a story? 

When it comes to high quality editorial or advertising photog-
raphy, Sarah Daw is at the top of her game. Sarah represents 
a diverse international stable of creative talent that includes 
photographers, illustrators, creative directors and TV present-
ers. With creative genius and passion, Sarah and her team 
work with top international magazines including Harper’s 
Bazaar, Marie Claire and Elle. Additionally, Daw’s skills are 
sought after by esteemed advertising brands from tech, fash-
ion, beauty, music, and celebrity markets. Much more than an 
agent, Sarah combines entrepreneurship with art and conducts 
her client’s projects to a symphony of success.

www.sarahdaw.com @sarahdawlondon
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BRYANNA
It is no wonder that makeup artist Bryanna Angel is the most sought 
after makeup artist in the UK. Her skills are in demand with Haute 
Couture designers, advertisers and her work has graced the pages of 
countless international magazines including Vogue and Elle. We were 
fortunate that Bryanna was able to take a break from her fast paced 
day on location to share a little about her life in the world of fashion 

and beauty.

ryanna, BAHM Magazine has been keeping an eye on your work for some 
time. We see that you won “The Most Published UK MUA Award” con-
secutively for 3 years running 2014, 2015, 2016. Although your work has 
graced Vogue many times, we love your latest Beauty editorial work that ap-
peared in Italian Vogue. Tell us what was the inspiration for the mini-
mal but edgy looks you produced for that beauty spread in Vogue Italia?

 
BA: I’m passionate about skin, I wanted to show creativity in sim-

plicity, beauty in a minimal form. Shapes that follow the focal points of  the face. Eyes, 
brows lips but in a simple elegant way, yet still keeping the modern graphic lines seen in 
2018 catwalks. Focusing on skin work adding freckles and highlights for a healthy glow. 
BM: You have a busy schedule as you makeup work is in demand. We see your work on the run-
ways of  the world. You travel the world from London to European destinations creating the most 
beautiful makeup on celebrities and models. How do you pick and choose which jobs to take on? 
BA: I’m fortunate enough to be in a position where I can pick and choose which I feel is rare for a 
makeup artist in the industry, I think Team is important to me, I work with some amazing creatives 
who each have their role in making a mood board come to life ,making each shoot unique. I try and 
pick work that gets me thinking, I have a passion for ethical brands and what they stand for so these 
brands normally take priority. I want to create so I try and pick work that challenges me or the in-
dustry, A no makeup makeup is one of  the hardest a makeup artist can do, it uses more products, 
experience and skill than any other style, your instinct says put on more but your mind says no let’s 
carefully look for the light, highlight and shade where’s needed. Because of  this I try to work in dif-
ferent lighting conditions for variety and challenges, light changes so no two jobs are the same. 

BEAUTY 

B

&
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Gloves Aleksandra Seweryniak. Top by Ekaterina Kukhareva 
Photography by Christopher Bissell @christopherbissell Agent - @sarahdawlondon. Styling by Emily @mrsemilyevans. MUA 

Bryanna Angel @bryanna_angel_mua 
Model @vanessadavidofficial
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M: You are popular with fashion designers. Your 
work has appeared in both Italian and Spanish 
Elle Magazine - all stunning. Your makeup is so 
on trend that is seems to lead as opposed to fol-
low. What is your secret?

BA: I very rarely look at other makeup artist’s work for inspira-
tion, I have a lifetime love for art. I study artists and sculptures 
my favourites being Picasso, Fabian Perez, Carne Griffiths, 
Monet, Doriana Popa, sculptor Rory Menage. I look at paint-
ings also details on clothes, shapes and colours. Nature also has 
a big influence the shades and textures in seasons. 
BM: We had read a lot of  your magazine interviews and 
makeup reviews you have done concerning makeup trends and 
brands. You are also the brand ambassador for several brands. 
Tell us about that. 
BA: It’s always an honour when brands pick you, especially 
when its brands you’re passionate about and products sit pride 
of  place in your kit, you grow to love, rely on, and trust. I’m 
currently working alongside some amazing brands such as Get-
set-go Bags, Cover FX, Smak Brushes, Funkon Fashion. Trying 
new products seeing if  they can fit my aesthetic or kit, trying 
them in ways that companies are hopefully pleasantly surprised 
by the outcomes as I know my styles quite different. 
BM: What colors will you be applying to faces for Spring 
2019? 
BA: Glitter, stones, and colour washes seem to be very much 
on trend for 2019. All applied in a minimal contemporary 
way. Clear glossy skin, brushed up brows, and subtle metallics, 
strategically placed, 
BM: We see you did the makeup for the Cannes Film Festival 
and Miss England. Tell us what you loved about that. 
BA: These are feel good jobs, I do these as I find them quite 
rewarding. There’s a sense of  achievement and accomplish-
ment with these clients because so much hard work and 
preparation has gone into getting to these events, having to 
win multiple shows to rank up to these prestigious events and 
take part. I love being part of  the process and getting to follow 
their journeys. 

BM: How long have you been a make-up artist? 
BA: In total about 20 years but actively 17. Training in full 
media makeup and hair, SFX and male grooming. I started in 
television and theatre but as time passed I could feel fashion 
was where my passion lies. The colours and textures also the 
change from season to season and how some trends unexpect-
edly recycle. No two days are the same. 
BM: What inspires your makeup art? 
BA: Definitely art and shapes, I find myself  sat with closed 
eyes thinking of  the face shape and clothes, then my mind 
goes into overdrive. I’m also collectic, I go around to galleries, 
shops, and craft centres, picking up little trinkets or shaped

objects I can use or add to makeup to create shape or texture.
BM: What kind of  work really excites you? 
BA: Working with new designers definitely, they’re still raw 
and passionate. They’re not tainted by commercial or sales yet, 
so they’re experimental and open minded. I drive home after 
a day’s shooting day’s shooting feeling I’ve done my best work 
and feel creatively satisfied and happy that there projects will 
stand out over others . 
BM: Who is the client that truly inspires you?
BA: This is definitely a hard one as I work with some amaz-
ingly creative people. If  I had to pin-point any out of  the 
many, I’d have to say there’s actually two that stand out the 
most. Both photographers, David PH Hyde and the other 
Martin Martinez (s_martinezphotography). Both think outside 
the box and look at light in a completely different way to any 
other clients . They’re experimental and create trends rather 
than follow. They’re quite unique creatives and very mentally 
fulfilling to work with. Both feeding my passion for unique 
contemporary makeup. 
BM: What is your favorite kind of  makeup? 
BA: Definitely skin work. I love making dull tired skin look 
glossy fresh and well looked after. Models often turn up tired 
and their skin stressed from being constantly worked on. I 
get out my oils and creams massage it in, then correct, con-
ceal, buff, then gloss. I love adding the colours and tones that 
brighten and complete the natural healthy looks like it’s straight 
from a skincare advert. 
BM: Make up trends have evolved so much over the last 10 
years. What do you forecast as the big makeup trend 5 years 
from now? 
BA: Textures and originality, as more and more designers and 
brands become ethical. I feel makeup will become more about 
the senses and art. The more natural products used to produce 
fashion the more makeup will become organic yet creative. 
Combinations of  gloss and matte, light /dark organic prod-
ucts, and shapes applied with emotion and artistically. I think 
the stereo typical edited model will go out the window and 
real skin colours and shapes will become prominent. What was 
once seen as a defect in need of  cover, will be framed on the 

face pride of  place. Natural beauty, warts and all. So, grow the 
brows, stop the contour, and create a masterpiece that matches 
your mood. 
BM: You work with a lot of  celebrities and models, what are 
the most important things you do to prep the skin for makeup? 

BA: Skin prep is one of  the most important parts of  makeup. 
Without a well-nourished base there’s no point. Each MUA has 
their own routine and product preferences. Mine’s no excep-
tion. I remove all makeup using an exfoliating wipe and tone 
the skin, removing all dead skin and dirt in pores with pixie 
glow tonic toner.       Continued on page 48

B

“as more designers and brands become ethical. I feel makeup will become more about the senses and art. 
The more natural products used to produce fashion - the more makeup will become organic yet creative.”
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beauty

BREATHLESS
That Leaves You

BAHM
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“Then, with a clean brush, 
I apply Embryolisse cream 
all over the face neck and 
ears, paying attention to dry 
areas. Once absorbed, I apply 
Limelife by Alcone over the 
cheeks and forehead, paying 
attention to the folds in the 
nose. Then, I prep the lips 
with Dr Paw Paw, rubbing it 
in with the tips of  my fingers. 
Skin prep is complete and 
ready for makeup application.” 
Bryanna Angel makeup artist.
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FRESH
METALLICS

Jacket and trouser suit Femme Illimite. Earrings 
and dress both Aleksandra Seweryniak.
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In this story Bryanna Angel Makeup artist prepared 
models’ skin with Embryolisse cream and Kevyn Au-
coin beauty oil. Then Danessa Myricks with Concealer 
Charlotte Tilbury Powder Cover FX was applied. High-
lighter Cover FX. Brows Soap Brows. Brow pencil by 
Benefit. Eye shadows Pat McGrath. Lips  Burt’s Bees. 
Lip pencil Charlotte Tilbury
Iconic London Prep Set Glow Spray. Mascara Eyeko. 
All glitters from Proglitz.

Crown by Monika Pierzchala
 

BEAUTIFUL SKIN
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MAXIMUM IMPACT
MINIMUM MAKEUP.  Clear glossy skin, brushed up 
brows and subtle metallics strategically placed.
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This page: Earrings by Aleksandra Seweryn-
iak. Dress by Mankhaseo
Previous page: Earrings and sequin jump-
suit Aleksandra Seweryniak. Black dress by 
Natalie B Coleman. 
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VIRTUAL
reality
Sci-fi metallicS, the “fourth 
Wave of Science” and their

effect on the future of faShion.
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Photographed by Helena Lines
@helenalines
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Since the beginning of time humans have gazed 
optimistically into the stars wondering what se-
crets are hidden in the vast beyond. Space travel 
has influenced fashion since the 1950’s. Today 
space exploration is influencing fashion with high 
shine, high-tech metallics. Virtual reality today 
sees new scientific advancements in aeronautics by 
NASA and private groups such as Virgin Galac-
tic, SpaceX and Blue Origins in a race to space. 
Virgin Galactic recently announced tourists can 
now book tickets to travel into space, NASA has 
successfully landed on Mars and according to 
National Geographic, the first starship will soon 
go to our nearest star Proxima Centauri. Physi-
cists are already dreaming about the post-chem-
ical rocket era when we may use antimatter or 
fusion power to travel at 50% the speed of light. 

We live in extraordinary times and will expe-
rience extraordinary things.  Virgin Galactic’s 
Richard Branson says. “The demand for space 
travel, whether it is satellites, putting people into 
space, is enormous…So, exciting times ahead.” 
As we enter the “fourth wave of science” how 
will this cosmic craze affect fashion? Current 
technology in advanced woven metal fabrics for 
use in space will influence textiles and designs. 
Therefore, expect to see soft 3 and 4-D printed 
fabrics in organic and non-linear shapes with es-
sential functions such as reflectivity, printability 
(hologram and embossed designs), textures for 
passive heat management and tensile strength. 
Perfect for a flight into space or to shine with 
cyber bling on planet earth. Buckle up and en-
joy a fashion experience of the interstellar kind. 
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Guess silver silk blouse .
Ralph Lauren white gold 
silk skirt. Silver Boots 
Anne Michelli.

dreams of
Proxima Centauri
AND A FIRST CLASS TICKET TO THE STARS
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Defying Gravity
White dress with metal neckline 

Forever 21.  Shoes Dior
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Silver ruffled Bolero Berry. 
Geometric pewter and cobalt 
blue skirt Love 21
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Sequin long sleeve bodycon dress 
Deception. Pewter boots Fioni. 
9D Cinema Virtual Reality 
9DVR Simulator available at 
www.vrcentre.ca
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White Gold Jumpsuit B 
Priscilla. Silver boots Guess. 
Vive Stand Up Virtual Real-
ity at www.vrcentre.ca
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It is with much sadness to hear of the passing of our 
friend, the legendary Bangladeshi photographer and cin-
ematographer Anwar Hossain. Deemed ‘the father of 
modern photography’ in Bangladesh, Hossain has shown 
future generations of photographers what constitutes 
modern composition in the new era of the visual world.
  
As a photographer, film activist, and freedom fighter, Anwar 
was a man whose work transcended borders and hearts. He 
would complete 15 fiction and 30 documentary films in his 
lifetime. Anwar won Bangladesh National Film Award for Best 
Cinematography five times for the films Surja Dighal Bari, 
Emiler Goenda Bahini, Puroskar, Anya Jibon and Lalsalu. He 
was also author of eight major photo books.  His contempo-
rary work created a unique visual language in the way he used 
natural light, which will go on to teach future generations of 
artists, photographers, and cinematographers the world over.
 
Some of his major clients included BBC, NHK, Discovery, 
USAID, NASA, UN, UNESCO, UNICEF, CARE, Con

“The voyage of an artist through his own land never ends, however long his wanderings be. The 
land has bounds, but the artist’s capacity to seek and behold is boundless.”

Anwar Hossain 

TRANSITION OF AN ICON

(6 October 1948 – 1 December 2018)

cern, USC Canada, Singapore Airlines, MatFilms-France.
Anwar’s Collections and exhibitions include Musée Eu-
ropéen de la Photographie, Paris, 1993; Shilpakala Acad-
emy & the National Museum of Bangladesh, National 
Archives in Canada, Museums in Czechoslovakia and 
Romania.

Making Paris his home since 1997, Anwar taught at col-
leges & universities in the UK, Alexandria, Washington, 
US. He gave seminars & keynote speeches in UK, Brussels, 
Netherlands, Delhi, Calcutta, Cyprus, Paris and Rome.

A man of the world Anwar leaves behind nations who 
mourn the loss of a gentle kind man, a true icon in pho-
tography and cinematography.

From the team at BM, many thoughts and prayers go 
out to Anwar’s family and friends. His photographic and 
cinematographic legacy lives on. 
For more visit Anwar’s site: http://www.anwarpix.fr

Wanderings of 3 
Kyāmērā Amigos 
in a field on the 
Alberta plains.
Anwar Hossain
Christopher Bissell
Helena Lines
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J’adore

la Haute

COUTURE
Featuring UK Designer Belinda Chorley
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In BAHM Magazine’s exclusive interview with fashion designer Belinda Chorley, we discover how she has achieved 
success by defining her own terms and rules.

BM: When did you know you were interested in design?
BC: I knew I was interested in design when I was about 14 years old. I was a punk and hated to dress the same as my 
twin sister, so we rebelled and started experimenting with looks, making clothes from 1950’s curtains, and my mother’s 
sheets!
BM: How did you get started in fashion design?
BC: I started learning about fashion design when I went to college at Bristol Poly, where I studied fashion and textiles 
(BA Hons). I stayed in Bristol and started making clothes for local shops and bands like Massive Attack and Nellee 
Hooper (Soul 2 soul) co-writer for Prince AKA the ‘symbol’.
I then re-established myself in London where I started making for big band names like: Dire Straits, Bros, and Pete 
Burns. All the while becoming Vivienne Westwood corsetiere in production and then becoming her gold label couturiere 
corsetiere, making for Helena Bonham Carter, Sarah Jessica Parker, Nigella Lawson, Kirsten Dunst, and Dita Von Teese.
BM: What drives your inspiration?
BC:  1. The desire to create the ultimate contemporary corset.  2. The desire to be creatively evolved as a person and 
a designer (the next design has to be better than the last.) A designer never stops being creative, never stops learning. 
Whenever I teach or have an intern, I instinctively teach them to continue to learn and to grow through learning and 
even to embrace their failure in design. “Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.”
In today’s perfect world it appears that success and achievement is instant. It is not. And to understand this basic element 
of growth in design is fundamental.
BM: Do world events in-
spire your designs?
BC: If I wasn’t specialising in brid-
al wear, I would make more po-
litical statements to the world 
and industry. I would love to 
educate the youth about the horren-
dous waste in the fashion industry and 
the impact it has on the world’s cli-
mate. However, a bridal wear design-
er has her limitations and has to be 
commercial and appeal to the client.
My favourite elements in design are: shape, colour, texture, and space. The same elements can be applied to other art 
forms such as photography, painting and sculpture. In architecture: the simplicity of Art Deco style which considers all of 
the above.  In Pattern; the repeat of patterns in nature.
BM: Who are the women that wear your designs?
BC: The women who wear my designs tend to be artists, women in media, and doctors. Intelligent women with a strong 
sense of self and design who are unafraid of being themselves.
BM: Your fabrics are very sumptuous. How do you choose fabrics?
BC: Bridal wear can be so generic, and I get easily bored, so I experiment with texture and pattern to achieve a new look. 
Mixing classic with contemporary and costume to achieve a unique style.
All my embroidery is hand worked in India and designed by myself. The last piece was inspired by the Japanese Cherry 
Blossom. The twisted branches of the tree in juxtaposition to the delicate falling blossom, represented the Ying and yang 
of love and hate in relationships.
BM: What brings you joy in life? 
BC: 1. In work: when I am designing (in particular, draping on the stand), when I get the opportunity to zone out in 
my studio to my favourite music and create. 2. To see my designs on the catwalk is quite overwhelming. But the joy my 
designs bring to my clients is the best emotion. To see a happy bride on her wedding day, is what keeps me going. And 
that I’ve helped a woman fulfil her full potential on her ‘Day’.  3. To work on films such as: Tomb Raider (Angelina Jolie), 
Wonder Woman (her inspiration corset), Assassin’s Creed, Anna Karenina (Keira Knightly), Catherine the Great (Helen 
Mirren, Gina Mc Gee.” See more of Belinda’s designs at www.beyondbridal.co.uk. 

UK DESIGNER BELINDA CHORLEY. GRANDEUR AND HAUTE COUTURE

“THE NEXT DESIGN HAS 
TO BE BETTER THAN THE 
LAST. A DESIGNER NEVER 
STOPS BEING CREATIVE.”

On the previous page: Floral iridescent tulle sequinned veil. Hand embroidered. 3x3 meters. £1,500

Read more at www.BAHMmagazine.com
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Multi coloured floral veil 
featuring hand worked 
embroidery 3m x 3m
£1,500
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Bra & pants set in 
toile de jour print 
in silk chiffon. 
All made to order.

Joy? “To work on films such as: Tomb Raider 
(Angelina Jolie), Wonder Woman (her inspira-
tion corset), Assassin’s Creed, Anna Karenina 
(Keira Knightly), Catherine the Great (Helen 
Mirren, Gina Mc Gee)”.
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New Corset based 
Scarlett dress with 
swagged peplum.
Pistachio Silk gro 
grain taffeta.
Made to order 
£4,000
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TOILE DE JOUR
‘Lilac toile de jour ‘separates.
(Cotton silk satin) corseted top. 
Corseted skirt with panniers 
with a nod to 18 century style. 
£3500
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photographer @Christopher Bissell 
Agent - @sarahdawlondon
mua @bryanna_angel_mua
stylist @mrsemilyevans
model @caliwhite
model @shauna_rigard
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3 TIME
NOMINATONS

CANADIAN ACTRESS
HANNAH ZIRKE

award winning

ONCUEBAHM

FIVE
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This page: Steve Madden pink suede boots with 
faux fur trim. Mocha Bodysuit Design Lab.
Pink lace dress Buffalo
Pink feather purse with amber chain Topshop
Previous page: Blue demin hat Ralph Lauren
Blue suede shoes Lord & Taylor
Jumpsuit Missguided
Pink shawl Core Life
Next page: Pink and Silver Dress BCBG
Silver Gloves Stil Estro
Pink Metallic sneakers Sketchers
Pink Metallic purse Aldo

Makeup and hair by Victoria 
Surridge @triplemartistry
Follow Hannah: 
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7371825
https://www.instagram.com/hannah_zirke
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annah was just 6 years old when her family was 
vacationing in Los Angeles. As fate would have 
it, she’d take an elevator ride with some casting 

directors at her hotel, who would encourage her parents 
to get her into acting. A few months after returning back 
home, Hannah would land three commercials in her first 
two auditions. The young starlet’s first big role would 
come during the Chemainus Theatre Festival in It’s a 
Wonderful Life, playing Zuzu, Young Mary, and Bella. 
Just after her 10th birthday, Hannah landed a role in a 
Macy’s Christmas Commercial titled, The Wish Writer. 
“I cried when they told me I got the part because I had 
to go to 6 auditions for it and I didn’t know until that 
last audition that I got the part. It was overwhelming.”

What’s your favorite thing and least favorite thing 
about acting?
My favourite thing is when I get the part. My least favourite 
thing is traveling to Vancouver and memorizing the lines. 

What’s been your favorite role so far?
Every role is special because it prepares me for more roles 
and every part is unique. My role in Sacred Lies as Con-
stance was my favourite because she was a complicated and 
damaged girl with many sides to her personality. She was the 
most challenging role I’ve done.

What has been your biggest chal-
lenge that you’ve had to conquer?
As far as acting is concerned my big-
gest challenge would be working in the 
freezing cold and working in the summer 
heat outdoors. Those roles are much more 
difficult than they appear on the screen. 
I’ve had tears freeze on my face and I’ve 
worn wool and layers in the middle of 
the hottest days of summer. 

You’re out acting when others your 
age are in school.  What do you 
do when school impacts shooting 
schedules?
I’m still in school but I’m in a flexible 
program that allows me to work at home 
or if I want to, at school. My classmates 
treat me the same as everyone else. When 
I’m acting I do my schoolwork around 
those hours. So far, it’s worked well for me. 

Has your success impacted your 
relationships with your friends?
Yes, I’ve had to cancel plans with my friends many times 
to audition and to work.  It can be hard sometimes to leave 
when I know I’m missing out but I’ve also made some very 
good friends from acting that understand what it’s like. 
Besides the wonderful support from your parents,

 

who are other individuals that have contributed and 
helped to get you to where you are today?
I learned a lot from my acting coach Jacqui Kaese. I started 
taking classes with her when I turned 7.  I did countless self 
tapes with her and I learned a lot about what to expect in the 
audition rooms from her.  
My new agent, Paul Christie, was a huge turning point for me 
too. After I signed up with him I started booking film roles.

You’ve already won a few Joey Awards!!!! Please tell 
us about each one and why it’s special to you.
My first Joey was for my role in the Macy’s short film 
Christmas commercial, The Wish Writer. It was special 
because it was my first award. It was beyond exciting playing 
the lead in something that elaborate. I worked in the heat for 
10 days while wearing layers and wool. I wore an ice vest 
under my wool wardrobe, but it melted a few times. The film-
ing changed locations several times and they brought in up to 
five dump truck loads of fish ice they would use for snow for 
a few of the outdoor scenes. I’ll never forget the work I did 
for that one.
This year I received two Joeys, one shared with my cast mates 
in When Calls the Heart for best ensemble and another for 
my role as Constance Bly in Sacred Lies. I was very happy 
about both wins but the one for Constance in Sacred Lies is 
very special to me because it was a much more demanding 

role playing a girl who is nothing like 
myself, those are the best to play.

You work in an industry full of fa-
mous people. Can you name some 
of your most memorable meetings 
with celebrities? 
Josh Duhamel directed me on the set of 
The Buddy Games which was a comedy 
feature film. He took the time to take 
pictures with me after wrapping and then 
later, selfies. He was a genuinely nice guy 
who laughed a lot during takes which let 
me know I was doing a good job.
The creator for Sacred Lies, Raelle 
Tucker and director Scott Winant were 
very memorable for me because of the 
amount of time I spent with them and 
the work I did with them. They both took 
the time to say nice things and compli-
ment my work all throughout the filming 
of it.  They made my work easier and 
more fun.

Meeting Drew Goddard who directed me in Bad Times at 
the El Royale was amazing because of all the great work he’s 
done.  I would love to work with him again.

What advice would you give to another young 
person who is passionate about drama/acting?
Keep going. Don’t quit.

H
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Faustino belted jacket style JK95 
£620. Trey trousers £250. Silk 
scarf £45. Available at Nico 
Didonna www.nicodidonna.com

BOY BAND
& the allure of the perfect cut

Casting by Sarah Daw @sarahdawlondon  
Photography by Christopher Bissell 
@christopherbissell - Chris’s agent 

@sarahdawlondon 
Makeup by Bryanna Angel 

@bryanna_angel_mua
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Brocade Jacket 
£620.
White embroidered 
shirt £220.
Carlo Black boiled 
wool £280. 
Red crocodile belt 
£230. 
Splashed shirt 
Godivari £198.
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“Wearing Nico 
Didonna makes 
us pumped by 
how we look and 
lit by the way we 
feel.”
Nico Didonna is the Atelier at 29 
Great Windmill Street, London. 
His beautifully inspired classic 
designs are not only gorgeous to 
look at but extremely comfortable 
to wear. Celebrities, fashionistas 
and those in the club scene are 
often spotted wearing his high 
end garments. Sumptuous fabrics 
and patterns and his trend setting 
designs are the hallmark of Nico’s 
work and those who know, are 
featured wearing his garments in 
music videos, theatre productions 
and of course in movies such as 
Mama Mia, Harry Potter and 
Alien: Covenant. 

His designs are seen in magazines 
such as Vogue and are worn on 
the runway at shows and events 
like London Fashion Week.

When BAHM asked Nico to describe  
his designs and brand he modestly said:

Nico Didonna’s fashion house 
creates two fabulous collections 
per year for both men and 
women. They can be seen at 
nicodidonna.com.

“classic with a twist” 
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Spot on!
IT IS ALL ABOUT THE PRINTS. CHIC POLKA DOTS, 
SNAKE SKIN AND LEATHER. CLASSIC WITH A TWIST.
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   3D Hand painted jacket style JK94 
£420. Trey Ibis trousers style 9102 £280. 
Cashmere scarf £100. Red boiled wool 
pillbox hat £120.

ON POINT
Rich textured and colored 
accessories are .
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NICO DIDONNA
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Left - Johanne boiled wool geometrical 
print jacket £520. Trey Wax cotton trou-
sers £252. 
2nd to left - Johanne long hair Cashmere 
jacket £680. Hand painted denim jeans 
£280.
Centre - Paid jumpsuit  style 9127 £390. 
Python belt £230.
Inner right - Da Vinci plum wool coat 
£540 Burgundy trousers stretch cotton 
with hem zip details £248.
Right - Marchese plaid wool cape £380. 
Trey Alcantara print trousers £248.

STYLE MEMO
Express yourself as an individual. Wear 
unique pieces that will reflect your own 
personality.
Your best secret weapon is to choose 
items with great tailoring to give you 
confidence and style. You will look 
sharp and well put together every 
place you go to work or play.
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Left - Faustino belted jacket style JK95 £620. 
Trey trousers £250. Silk scarf £45. Centre 
left - Double layer pinstripe woolcoat. £820 
Axel trousers style 296 £245. Centre right - 
double breast floral waist coat £198. Turtle 
neck top style 294 Marcello £140. Trey wax 
cotton trousers style 9102 £252.
Far right - 3D Hand painted jacket style 
JK94 £420. Trey Ibis trousers style 9102 
£280. Cashmere scarf £100. Red boiled wool 
pillbox hat £120.

BELLO!
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An ImAgInAtIon thAt cArrIes us to FAntAsy Worlds thAt never Were 

STYLING

She iS the neWly appointed Senior faShion edi-
tor of the pariS baSed Sacrebleu magazine. An 
intuitive and savvy business woman, Emily ran 
her own label boutiques in Harrods and Sloane 
Street where she dressed many celebrities includ-
ing Gwen Stefani, Elle Macpherson, Kate Moss, 
Helena Bonham Carter, Eva Herzagova, Peaches 
Geldof, Mica Paris and Kate Winslet. She has cre-
ated concepts for London Fashion Week presen-
tations, Look Books for new designers and has 
created wardrobe for music industry videos and 
tours.

BAHM Magazine spoke to Emily Evans about 
what the world of Fashion Styling looks like 
from her perspective as a Designer, Stylist, Art 

Director and Senior Fashion Editor.

BM – hoW long have you been a StyliSt?
Emily - On and off for 15 years. I’ve always 
been styling in some kind of capacity, whether 
for Independent Magazines, brands or my own label. 

BM – hoW did your career in the induStry 
begin?
Emily- Assisting and working for lots of Differ-
ent London designers. 

BM – Who are Some people that have inSpired 
you throughout your career?
Emily - Grace Coddington, Tracey Emin, Katy 
England

With an imagination that turns flights of fantasy into reality, Emily Evans is a 
styling force to be reckoned with. Based out of London, she has worked with 

publications including The Impression, Vogue Italia and Vanity Fair. 
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BM – What iS life like for a StyliSt When She iS 
deSigning a Wardrobe for a photoShoot?
Emily - Starts off with lots of emails back and 
forwards with the photographer and team 
regarding the editorial story. Then I contact 
all the PR Agencies that have clothes that will 
work for each shoot, check what they have 
available and then go and collect it all. It can 
take a good week 

BM – iS it different than Styling for tv or a 
lookbook?
Emily - Every job really is different but with 
a LookBook I generally style what the de-
signer has designed and combine it all together, 
whereas TV, you need lots of options. 

BM – What moveS you and inSpireS you to cre-
ate the unique lookS in your creationS?
Emily - I try to create my own unique style. I 
like combining full on couture with something 
unexpected. I like to push boundaries. For me a 
lot of my work is escapism and fantasy 

BM – hoW do you knoW What iS going to be in 
Style in the future SeaSonS?
Emily - I go to all the seasonal fashion shows. 
Paris Fashion Week in particular inspires me 
the most.

BM – What are the key pieceS that are muStS 
for all your Styling projectS? 
Emily- Key pieces are usually dresses. I’m a 
massive dress fan.

BM – Where do you get the ideaS for the edi-
torialS that you pull for?
Emily - Ideas come from everywhere, Film, Mu-
sic, Old Archives, the 1970’s I love in particular 

BM – can you tell uS a little about your lat-
eSt Work and Some amazing clientS?
Emily - Latest work was this shoot in SOHO 
with the team for BAHM. Was so great as was 
really fast paced and the twins are amazing to 
work with. I love doing red carpet too. Celeb-
rity clients for the British Fashion Awards is 
always a great opportunity.
BM – do you have a favourite deSigner?
Emily - I’ve always loved Vivienne Westwood.

BM – hoW do you See your Work changing the 
World aS it iS today?
Emily - I hope my work makes people happy. I 
like to wow with my choices of clothing as I love 
texture and colour. I hope people can look at an 
images and escape reality for a minute!

BM – hoW do you feel about the green deSign 
practice? hoW important iS it to maintain “SloW 
faShion,” high-quality practiceS in an induStry 
that iS alWayS demanding more?
Emily - I’m really into sustainability fashion. I 
try to boycott high street fashion as much as I 
can and I always personally wear vintage clothes 
most of the time. 

BM – What advice Would you give to a neW Styl-
iSt Wanting to break into the induStry?
Emily - Advice to a new stylist is to be patient, 
do loads of research and always be early for a 
job. It’s not cool to be late, ever!! 

BM – congratulationS! hoW doeS it feel to be 
aWarded the poSition of Senior faShion editor of 
the pariS baSed Sacrebleu magazine?

Emily – Yes, really great, it’s a new magazine so 
it’s lovely to be on board at the start. I was happy 
to be asked!

BM – What do you love about being a faShion 
editor?
Emily – I like planning the issue from start to fin-
ish, planning each editorial and deciding which 
photographers to ask to shoot the editorials. Lots 
of learning on the job but it’s a great team. 

In this issue of BAHM Magazine, check out the 
Fashion editorial story From Soho With Love 
and the Beauty editorial Breathless featuring 
Emily’s work.

Email: emily@emilyevansmedia.com. Website: 
emilyevans.org Instagram: @mrsemilyevans

“I like to push boundaries. 
For me a lot of my work is 

escapism and fantasy.”
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beach
BEAUTY

SUMMER
get ready for
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is the time to prepare your 
beautiful skin to shine this 
summer.

SPRING

Get those long and short muscles into 
shape. Plan your gentle workout program 
to get your body in great shape. It is 
important to develop a stretching routine 
to focus on the muscles you use the most 
and to prevent injuries. Combine aerobic 
exercise with additional weight bearing 
exercise like walking, running or danc-
ing. Remember you will not be tempted 
to miss a day if you choose something 
you enjoy doing.
Get glowing healthy skin by exfoliating 
with gentle products that won’t irritate 
your skin.  Try Yves Rocher Detox Scrub 
to remove those polluting particles that 
stick to your skin. Or if you have oily skin 
try Clinique Exfoliating Scrub to help 
refine and soften tiny lines and leave your 
skin feeling refreshed. Don’t forget your 
feet as they have been inside footwear all 
winter.
Remove unwanted body hair at the salon 
or do it yourself. If you do opt to do it 
yourself look for products that are easy to 
use and dermatologically safe like Nad’s 
body wax strips. They are suitable for all 
skin types and do not require heating. 
Their wax is formulated with natural 
Beeswax to ensure maximum adherence 
to unwanted hair and super smooth hair 
free skin lasts up to four weeks. 
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Moisturize and pamper your skin with 
high quality creams and lotions packed 
with vitamins like the Body Shop’s Wild 
Argan Oil Body Butter that nourishes and 
softens skin. Or try the decadent Citrus 
Mimosa Body Butter by Beautycounter. 
Perfect for very dry skin, it features shea 
butter and mongongo oil to hydrate and 
nourish, plus organic sunflower oil. Don’t 
forget the sunscreen with at least 30 SPF!
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pour les hommes et les femmes
There are many wonderful perfumes for men and women on the market for 2019 
and we love them all. With growing global awareness of the environment, we look 
towards healthier beauty products that are sustainable with natural and cruelty free 
ingredients.  Our mission: to find perfumes with sensual appeal that do not contain 
harmful synthetics, petrochemicals, artificial fragrance oils, dyes, parabens, phthal-
ates or chemicals.  Natural perfume ingredients are expensive in comparison to 
synthetic or chemical based ingredients but the calming and up lifting effects that 
come from natural essences stir our primal instincts. 
We are excited about the selection of natural scents that are being developed world 
wide. Looking closer to home we discovered Wild Coast Perfumery, an artisan per-
fumery located in Cowichan Bay on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Members 
of the International Perfume Foundation, Wild Coast Perfumery honors the heri-
tage of natural perfume blending and the essence inside each bottle is a work of art. 
Find out more at wildcoastperfumes.com or @wildcoastperfumery.
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TOFINO
The warm kiss of wild beaches
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CLARISSE
Exclusively at Lustre Bridal WEM  www.lustrebridal.com


